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Pakistan Army Chief Gen.Asim Munir Saves the Nation from a Certain Civil War
World formidable intelligence service
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USPA NEWS - Pakistan Army Chief Gen. Asim Munir Saves the Nation from a Certain Civil War

The Pakistani nation was on the verge of a civil war as per the plan, aims and objectives of the enemies of Pakistan the foreign
intelligence agencies. Pakistan Army Chief of Staff Gen. Asim Munir and the world formidable intelligence service (The ISI), have
remarkably managed to save Pakistan from a certain catastrophic civil war, said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and
international community welfare campaigner.

Without mincing one’s words, R.A.W. of India and M.O.S.A.D. of Israel, together with two other intelligence agencies, planned to
unleash a full scale fifth generation hybrid war on Pakistan in 2023. These foreign intelligence agencies have been collectively working
tirelessly on their sinister plan to damage Pakistan from within. The sinister planned operation code name “Dark age for P,” has taken
over five years in the making. The enemies of Pakistan’s intelligence agencies have managed to infiltrate into Pakistan’s political
parties, various media houses, political rallies and marches and other rogue elements and institutions of the country.

These foreign intelligence agencies have managed to recruit traitor (Gaddars), by luring them with lucrative financial incentives, deals
and offers of political powers and shares in foreign investments. In return, these foreign intelligence services, with the help of the
treacherous traitors (Gaddars), have managed to achieve some success. The aims of the enemies of Pakistan were and is to create
animosity, hatred and division between the Pakistan Army, Pakistan’s politicians and the public at large. This was to create the
desired objective of creating civil disorder and anarchy leading to civil war. The enemy wanted to distract Pakistan’s attention from all
the major internal needs of the people of Pakistan such as health, education, employment, housing and to damage Pakistan’s
economy by putting the Rupee on the life support machine. Furthermore, the enemies of Pakistan wanted the Pakistani nation to be
embroiled so much in their domestic turmoil, that their focus is taken away from the Kashmir issue. The enemies of Pakistan invested
vast amounts of money in this covert and overt plan, to destabilise Pakistan and to take the country into oblivion,

The enemies of Pakistan have been somewhat successful in creating public disorder all over Pakistan, to create ill feeling and bad
animosity between the Pakistan army, the politicians and the public at large. The relationship between all three bodies that make up
Pakistan have been at an all times low. The foreign intelligence service achieved this by continuously spreading false propaganda,
fake and misleading news to create confusion, and mistrust between the three entities of the nation. The fake news, false propaganda
and confusing the public and institutions are the main ingredients and hallmarks of the fifth-generation hybrid war. It was the fifth-
generation hybrid war that was responsible for the destruction of Iraq, Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Afghanistan, Syria and it was Pakistan’s
turn to suffer the same fate and consequence in 2023. The reason Pakistan is on the hit list of its enemies and the foreign intelligence
services is because Pakistan is the only Muslim nuclear superpower nation, which continually gives sleepless nights to the enemies of
Pakistan. The objective was to achieve civil disorder and anarchy, 

The nation’s greatest line of first defenders, its intelligence service the world formidable ISI, managed to crack the enemies code to
operation “Dark Age for P”, and handed over the intelligence report to the Pakistan Chief of Army Staff Gen. Asim Munir. Upon being
informed that Pakistan was under full-scale attack from the enemies of Pakistan, who declared fifth generation hybrid war on the
country, the Pakistan Army Chief Gen. Asim Munir took swift action with clinical precision by taking the enemies of Pakistan head on
and managed to achieve great success saving Pakistan from destruction and mayhem of civil war. However, Pakistan as a result of
the glorious victory must never become complacent and drop its guard.
It is completely misleading and disinformation narrative, that the Pakistan Army Chief and the ISI prefer one politician over another.
This fact, throughout history has been learnt by various politicians at their huge expense. 

Nevertheless, these politicians forget the fundamental fact, which is the Pakistan army, the navy and the air force owe their allegiance
only to God and their utmost loyalty is to their beloved motherland Pakistan, over and above any politician or political parties of
Pakistan. A word of warning to the traitors (Gaddars) politicians and their mafia gang who think they have betrayed Pakistan and have
managed to fool the guardians of the nation to get away with their treachery, then they need to think again; Your days are numbered.



The guardians of Pakistan know when and what you have done against the national interest of Pakistan, and they are most certainly
coming after you. 

When planning “Dark Operation for P,” the enemies of Pakistan made three fatal errors in their calculation and assessment. The
Pakistani public regardless of their political affiliation and differences, will always unite as one force when it comes to the national
interest of their beloved motherland Pakistan. Secondly, the Pakistani nation strongly and patriotically believe there is no one or any
power on Earth that can divide the Pakistan armed forces and the Pakistani public, as they are one and the same. The most
fundamental point is the fact that every patriotic Pakistani, inside and outside Pakistan, has the golden words of Quaid-E-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah etched in their hearts which is, “There is no power on Earth that can undo Pakistan,”
said :
Shazada Hayat.
( Dedicated to Pakistan Army @ aurangzeb.uspa24.com )
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